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“Avtokomers 93” Ltd, Dupnitsa, 6 Sofiysko shose, 
tel.: ++359 701 531 85, GSM: ++359 887 100 011.

A main logistic partner for delivery of the offered by “Avtokomers 93” Ltd products in Bulgaria is “Speedy” 
AD (www.speedy.bg). The orders received until 19:00 o’clock are sent the same day.

In case of not receiving the goods or discrepancy occurrence you can get information on tel. 0887 100 011. 
Tracing of shipment you can make on: www.speedy.

bg/begin.php?page=web_Tracking by the number of the relevant way-bill.
Deliveries are performed also by the courier company D&D - orders are accepted until 17:30 o’clock.
In case of ordering goods for amount over 60 leva - the courier service is FREE!

The express orders from Italy for Ashika products should follow a few rules:
- 5 items maximum
- 10 pieces from each item maximum
- if the order is placed until 12:00 o’clock the products arrive on the next day in the 

central warehouse in Dupnitsa
- after arriving in the warehouse in Dupnitsa the goods are delivered to the customer 

in the standard way.

Because of the international laws for security and safety of the flights some products can’t be ordered as 
express ones: shock absorbers; CV joints; CV boots; bearings; additives for LPG.

The prices for the deliveries are indicated in the following table:

The express deliveries from Germany for turbocompressors and engine parts of MAHLE should chase the 
following rules:

- DHL Europack: 3-5 working days - 13 euro;
- DHL Express: 1-2 working days - 90 euro;
- the orders are delivered to the central warehouse in Dupnitsa and after that they are sent to the customer 

in the standard way.
“Avtokomers 93” Ltd can offer you delivery of original spare parts (OE parts) for Japanese and Korean 

vehicles. The deliveries are performed in 10 working days.
For requests, inquiries for price and availability for express orders from abroad for all suppliers: tel. ++359 

0887 100 011.

KG 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
Euro 7 9 11 12 14 15 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 32 34 35 37 39 41
KG 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 60 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
Euro 43 45 47 50 52 55 57 60 63 65 68 70 73 88 102 117 132 146 161 176 191 205 220 235 249 264 279


